
Please read the following disclaimer carefully before participating in any competitions on the Betarena 

platform: 


User Age Restriction: Competitions on the Betarena platform are only permitted to users who are 18 years 

of age or older. By participating in our competitions, you confirm that you meet the age requirement.



Country Restrictions: Please note that competitions on the Betarena platform may not be available in 

certain countries. We do not accept users from countries where such competitions are restricted by law. As 

of now, users from the following countries are not permitted to participate: France, USA, Portugal, and Italy.



Entertainment Gaming, Not Betting: Our competitions are designed to offer entertainment and the 

opportunity to earn BTA tokens. They are not considered betting activities. By participating in these 

competitions, you acknowledge that they are meant for entertainment purposes and should not be viewed 

as a means to achieve financial gains.



Responsible Gambling: We are committed to promoting responsible gambling practices. While participating 

in our competitions can be enjoyable, we encourage users to engage responsibly and within their means. If 

you believe your participation is causing any negative impact, we recommend seeking assistance from 

relevant support organizations.



Risk Acknowledgment: Participation in competitions involves a certain level of risk, and users acknowledge 

that there is no guarantee of winning prizes. By participating, you accept the inherent risks associated with 

prediction-based competitions.
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Terms and Conditions: Before participating in any competitions, we strongly advise users to review and 

understand the complete terms and conditions provided on our platform. Your participation in competitions 

signifies your agreement with the terms outlined.



Liability Limitation: Betarena shall not be held liable for any losses, damages, or disputes arising from 

participation in competitions. Users are responsible for their actions and choices while participating in 

competitions.



Contact Us: If you have any questions or concerns regarding these disclaimers or the competitions, please 

reach out to our support team for assistance.



By participating in competitions on the Betarena platform, you acknowledge that you have read, understood, 

and agreed to the terms outlined in this disclaimer.



Last updated: 30 August 2023


Betarena Team
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